
WORLD RUGBY U20 CHAMPIONSHIP 2016 
 

Decision of an Independent Judicial Officer 
 

Held at The Park Inn Hotel Manchester on 22nd June 2016 
 
 
In respect of Santiago Pulella No 17 Argentina (“The Player”) 
 
AND 
 
A dismissal from the field of play in respect of a strike with the head contrary to Law 10.4(a) 
in the match between Argentina v Ireland on Monday 20th June 2016 at the Etihad Academy 
Stadium, Manchester. 
 
Judicial Officer: Mike Hamlin (England) 
 
Attending: 
 
The Player 
Victor Luaces – President of UAR. 
Marcos Caldo – Team Manager 
Chris Smith – Counsel for the Player 
Yvonne Nolan – Designated Disciplinary Officer - World Rugby 
 
 

DECISION OF THE JUDICIAL OFFICER 
 
The Judicial Officer found that The Player committed the act of foul play. 
 
The Judicial Officer having found that the offending was categorised pursuant to Regulation 
11.10.1(a) as mid entry offending (10 weeks) and having found that there were off field 
mitigating factors, determined that The Player shall be suspended for a period of 5 weeks. 
The Player shall be suspended from Match 5 of this Tournament on Saturday 25th June 
2016 which in the context of this Tournament is equivalent to1week. The Player shall be 
suspended until midnight on 17th July 2016 representing the balance of the suspension (4 
weeks). The Player is free to play again on 18th July 2016. 
 
The Judicial Officer made no award of costs. 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 
1. I was appointed as an Independent Judicial Officer by The World Rugby Judicial Panel 

Chairman pursuant to The Tournament Regulations. I was appointed to consider the 
Dismissal (Red Card) against The Player in the above match in accordance with World 
Rugby U20s Championship 2016 Tournament Regulations (“the Regulations”). 

 
2. Craig Maxwell-Keys (England) was appointed as Referee to this match and dismissed 

the Player for a strike with the head to an Irish player (No 4) contrary to Law 10.4(a). 
 
3. Pursuant to Section 2.5(c) of Appendix 5 to the Regulations I issued pre-hearing  

Directions. 
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PRELIMINARY MATTERS AND PROCEDURE 
 
4. At the commencement of the hearing, I noted the identities of all present. The Player did 

not speak English. It was confirmed by The Player and Mr Smith that the Player’s 
position remained as set out in his response to the directions, namely that he had 
committed an act of foul play, apologised and accepted the red card. I outlined the 
procedure I proposed to adopt to determine the matter. All present agreed to proceeding 
on that basis. There were no preliminary matters raised. 
 

5. I considered the following evidence: 
 

- The Referee’s report 
- The Player’s response to standing directions 
- Notice of Hearing 
- The DVD of the incident 
- Various emails.  
- The Player’s evidence and submissions from Mr Smith 

 
SUMMARY OF THE EVIDENCE 

 
6. The Player was alleged to have struck an Irish player with his head. The Referee’s report 

states: 
 

“Argentina 17 came in to join a maul, he led with head and struck the head of an Ireland 
player with his head. Post TMO review a red card was shown.” 

 
7. Sean O’Connor, the Irish No 4 stated in an email statement: 
 

“Argentina had a maul inside our half that we were defending. I came through the maul 
and caught the Argentine player who had the ball. I was angled sideways slightly so I 
could not see anyone towards me. Suddenly, I got an impact to the side of my head/jaw 
area. The impact had no effect so I was able to continue playing”. 

 
8. The Irish Team Doctor, Dr W Duggan, confirmed by email that Ireland No 4, the Irish 

player involved in the incident sustained no injury or medical treatment. I4 did not report 
any symptoms during the game. He had some mild tenderness in the jaw the following 
morning. No other symptoms.  
 

9. I also received match footage of the incident which shows as follows: 
 

“The incident occurred in the 72nd minute of the match. Argentina were attacking and in 
possession of the ball. A maul had formed. The referee was playing advantage to 
Argentina for an offence. I4 is on the left hand side of the maul, as it moves forward I4 
has hold of the player in possession of the ball. He is at a slight angle and is not looking 
forward towards the Argentine goal line, nor the Player but is focussed on the ball carrier. 
The Player at this stage is detached from the maul but comes from the left and is 
approximately 2-3 metres at most from the maul from the rear of the maul. He looks up 
at the I4, who is taller than the Player. The Player then joins the maul with his head 
leading first and the Player’s forehead connects with the right hand side of the I4’s 
face/upper jaw area. Play continues and then the Referee stops play and undertakes a 
TMO review, the result of which is a red card for the Player. The Player leaves the field 
of play immediately.” 
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10. The Player in compliance with my pre-hearing directions stated that he had committed 
an act of foul play and accepted the red card. He accepted responsibility for his actions. 
The sole issue for me to determine was sanction. 

 
11. At the hearing, the Player told me that his intention was to remove the I4 from the maul. 

The Player realised that the Referee was playing advantage to his side. He accepted 
that striking another player with his head was dangerous. He said he just acted 
spontaneously and did not mean to strike I4. He was 18 years of age, had been playing 
rugby for 14 years, this was first U20 World Tournament. He would be potentially eligible 
for 2 more U20 Tournaments. He had never been sent off or appeared before a 
disciplinary panel. He had received 2 or 3 yellow cards in 14 years. 
 

12. Mr Smith submitted that the Player’s actions were reckless. His intention was to remove 
I4 from the side of the maul and the Player adopted an incorrect technique when joining 
the maul. His action was impulsive, he led with his head and contact was reckless. It 
was not a particularly grave act. The victim suffered no injury and was able to play on. 
I4 was not particularly vulnerable as he was moving through the maul. The Player’s 
dismissal let his team colleagues down. The player accepts that he got it wrong, it was 
not a premeditated act but impulsive. It was submitted that there were no aggravating 
factors present. In mitigation, the Player had played for 14 years and save for the 2/3 
yellow cards he had an exemplary record, this was his first U20 World Championship. 
He had made an effort after the game to apologise to the Irish player and shake the 
hands of the Irish team. He was embarrassed by his conduct. He was only 18 years of 
age, therefore young and inexperienced in adult rugby. He played for the Jockey Club 
in Argentina and also the Cordoba youth provincial side. He was a student. Marcos 
Caldo, spoke very highly of his attitude, playing ability and contribution to the team 
bearing in mind his young age.  

 
13. Mr Smith, based upon his submissions above invited me to categorise his offending as 

low end with an entry point of 4 weeks. All mitigating factors being present the Player 
should receive a full 50% reduction in sanction to 2 weeks. 

 
14. Miss Nolan for World Rugby, commented that if I found his offending was deliberate or 

intentional, coupled with the strike to the head of the victim player, then such offending 
probably merited a mid entry point and not low end. 

  
DECISION AS TO CULPABILITY 

 
15. In private, I reviewed all the evidence. The Player had admitted the foul play and 

accepted the red card decision. 
 
16. My findings of fact are as follows. 
 

(i) The strike was deliberate. I reject the submission that it was reckless. The Player 
from several feet away, looks up at I4 who is on the edge of the maul, not looking 
at the Player. The Player then, moves forward having targeted I4 and strikes I4 
on the left hand side of his face and jaw area. I do not accept that the Player 
merely used incorrect technique, this was a deliberate act. The submission that 
this was reckless conduct is rejected. I accept that The Player did not intend to 
harm or injure the victim player. 

 
(ii) The strike was to the side of the victim’s face and upper jaw area. I4 did not 

sustain any injury, save for some mild tenderness to the jaw area which was still 
present the following day. 
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SANCTION 
 
17. In assessing the seriousness of the offence pursuant to Regulation 12.10.1 (a) I find as 

follows:- 
 

(i) The strike with the head was deliberate. 
 

(ii) The offending was not reckless. 
 

(iii) The strike was with the Player’s head to the side of the face and upper jaw 
area of I4, delivered with some force and consequently an act of some gravity 
given the potential risk of injury to the victim’s head/jaw area. 
 

(iv) Retaliation, provocation and self-defence are not relevant factors.  
 

(v) The victim was not injured, save for some discomfort in the jaw area. He was 
able to carry on playing and received no on field or subsequent medical 
treatment. 
 

(vi) I4 was vulnerable. His head and the side of his head were exposed. He was 
not looking forward and as he said in his statement he did not see the impact 
coming, nor was he in a position to defend himself nor take any evasive action 
as he was concentrating on the ball carrier. The potential risk of serious injury 
to the head and jaw from such a strike is significant. Fortunately, he was not 
injured. 
 

(vii) There was no effect on the match. The submission that he let his team mates 
down is, with respect, irrelevant. The Player is responsible for his own actions, 
and if by his misconduct his team are reduced to 14 players, that is a 
consequence of his offending.  
 

(viii) There was no premeditation. The misconduct was complete and an act of 
spontaneous intent. No other relevant feature of the Player’s conduct was 
relevant. 

 
Pursuant to the Regulations and in accordance with my findings above I categorise the 
offending as being at the mid entry point in respect of the strike with the head at 10 
weeks. Having found that the offending was deliberate, notwithstanding the absence of 
injury (save for discomfort in the jaw area), the other significant factor I consider to be 
very relevant is the vulnerability of the victim player. This offending was a cheap shot, 
the victim player was not looking at the Player nor indeed at any other players except 
the ball carrier. He would not have expected a blow to the side of the head and coupled 
with the potential risk of injury to the head or jaw, I consider in balancing the various 
factors above, this offending merited a mid entry point of 10 weeks. 

 
18. Pursuant to Regulation 12.10.3 I identified the following mitigating factors: 
 

(i) The Player did not prevaricate, he admitted his wrongdoing immediately, nor 
did he comment on or in any way challenge the award of the red card at any 
time. 
 

(ii) The Player has an exemplary record. He has played rugby for 14 years. 
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(iii) The Player is just 18 years of age and as an adult is young and inexperienced. 
This is his first U20 tournament and will be eligible to play in two more U20 
competitions if selected. He is clearly a player of significant promise. 
 

(iv) His conduct before me was entirely appropriate, deferential and contrite. He 
appeared significantly chastened by the disciplinary process. 
 

(v) He apologised to the Irish team immediately afterwards and shook their hands. 
 

(vi) There are no other off field mitigating factors.  
 

Based upon the above mitigating factors I determine that the Player is entitled to a 
reduction in sanction from the entry point of 5 weeks (that is 50%) for the offence. The 
Player is therefore suspended for a period of 5 weeks until midnight on 17th July 2016. 
The Player may resume playing on 18th July 2016. The Player shall miss the final match 
of this Tournament on 25th June. The Player would have been eligible to play for his club 
in Cordoba in the youth league which is currently taking place in Argentina and therefore 
I am satisfied in accordance with the Regulations that the matches he will miss when he 
returns to Argentina are meaningful for the Player.  
 

19. The Player’s Right of Appeal was drawn to his attention pursuant to Regulation 12.13. 
 
 
Mike Hamlin (England) 
Judicial Officer 
 
22nd June 2016 
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